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DJ / PRODUCER PRESERVATION ANNOUNCES SEPTEMBER 12
RELEASE OF FULL-LENGTH INSTRUMENTAL ALBUM:
SePtember 1200
FREE DOWNLOAD out now via Mon Dieu Music: http://www.mondieumusic.com/september-1200.html
12-Track Instrumental album follows this summer’s acclaimed The REcstatic (full-album remix of Yasiin
Bey’s The Ecstatic) and Old Numbers (Featuring Yasiin Bey, Edo G, Jean Grae, and more)

On September 12, 2013, DJ and producer Preservation – releases a 12-track instrumental album entitled
SePtember 1200 showcasing his varied production skills and unique approach to the music of Barry White.
The album is available now as a free full-album download and comes as a third release on the new imprint,
Mon Dieu Music.
The project is inspired by Preservation’s sharing of the same birth date - September 12th - as the one and
only Barry White. The process began as Preservation sourced material from the maestro’s discography. The
album’s concept further developed when Preservation chose to limit the equipment solely to the 10-second
sampling time of the classic drum machine, the SP-1200.
The album opens with an intro inspired by one of Barry White’s first recorded 45’s and continues with
tracks that exemplify the raw, classic 90’s SP-1200 sound. The album progresses with an exploration into a
darker, moodier tone followed by the more well-known and lighter side of White’s music. Rounding out the
album is a down tempo ode to the disco era and the namesake “September” birthday track. Barry White’s
voice narrates the record with insightful sample comments about his career, life, and love. The result is an
outstanding 30-minute presentation of Preservation’s approach to constructing albums with a deeply
personal touch that takes the listener on a journey of styles and moods.
SePtember 1200 is available digitally only via Mon Dieu Music’s website –
(http://www.mondieumusic.com/september-1200.html)
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